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Introduction
Software can and will help in our pursuit to sustainable development and reduction in carbon dioxide emissions. It will play an ever increasing role in controlling systems, optimising algorithms and generating alternatives for carbon intensive processes.

Software systems are present in practically every aspect of the world around us. This implies that software is present in a myriad of ways. We measure software quality with software quality factors that describe how software behaves in its system. In the future, we will need new factors, green quality factors, to define how software supports sustainable development and our fight against climate change.

From the sustainable development and climate change point of view, good software helps to reduce greenhouse gases, waste, and resource requirements while bad software increases them. Sometimes software can be downright ugly: badly written, difficult to use, and resource intensive. On the other hand, we can have elegantly beautiful software that not only reduces resource use but also affects how people see sustainable development.

In order to understand how good, bad, or beautiful software is, we need relevant metrics. Once we have such metrics we can compare software either with other software or against an absolute scale. Unfortunately, it is not at all clear what sort of metrics should be used. It is even arguable whether software has a role in sustainable development or how large the role is.

In principle it is easy to say how green a software system is. First we take the initial state of a system domain without the system and calculate the resources required in the domain. Then we re-calculate the required resources after we have installed the software system. If the new sum is smaller than the old one, the software system supports sustainable development. We can compare two software systems in the same way.

For instance, let us have a teleconferencing software system that allows people to use fast network connections for on-line meetings. The original domain would require everyone to travel to their meetings which would of course require resources. The new domain would cut travelling but perhaps add some extra resource requirements such as network usage. However, the net effect would most probably cut carbon emissions and required resources. The system would help in sustainable development.

The scenario gets more complex when we talk about software alone. Software is a necessary component of a software system, but so is hardware. It is not at all clear how to define how much of the resources saved is due to good software and how much is hardware-related.

In this paper we give a classification for green quality factors and define green metrics. Due to the inexact nature of the field, our definitions are neither complete nor abs-
A larger field called Software Engineering for the Planet (SEP) addresses issues and questions on where software and software engineering can help sustainable development and a carbon-free environment.
waste.

3. Software must support sustainable development.

These most abstract requirements give us three abstract green factors:

1. **Feasibility**. How resource efficient it is to develop, maintain, and discontinue software.

2. **Efficiency**. How resource efficient it is to execute software.

3. **Sustainability**. How software supports sustainable development.

The required resources can be material, energy, or human resources. For instance, *time* is a very important resource that should not be wasted. Green software is developed in the minimum possible time but not any faster.

Resource efficiency minimizes waste. Hence, green software minimizes the waste produced both in development and execution. For instance, carbon dioxide is a typical waste that must be minimised.

Software is always part of a software system. One aspect of sustainability is how software helps its system to reach its goal. Green software supports its system at maximum efficiency. For instance, the goal of an eShop system is to sell products efficiently via the web. Good eShop software supports this by offering a positive user experience.

It is important to notice the difference between green software and a green software system. We can have green software in a non-green software system and vice versa. For instance, a coal power plant software system is not green but optimising software that minimises carbon dioxide emissions from the coal power plant software system is green. It supports sustainable development when it minimises emissions and it supports its system to reach the goal of producing maximum energy with minimum waste.

### 4 Feasibility

The software life cycle begins when the decision to build software is made. Green software is built with green methods. Feasibility defines how projects and processes that develop, maintain, and discontinue software follow sustainable development.

Feasible software is built with sustainable processes. Its software engineering processes support sustainable development, minimise resource requirements and produce minimal waste.

The emphasis on feasibility is in software engineering processes instead of final products. Fortunately, we know how to measure processes and have good factors and metrics for it. We can easily use the same metrics as in regular industry. Our feasibility factors are related to human behaviour instead of software execution. For instance, it is possible to calculate how many kilometres an average developer needs to travel during the development phase. The result is a measurable absolute value that can be interpreted to required resources and produced waste.

In an earlier paper, we calculated development carbon footprints to analyse feasibility [9]. It is relatively straightforward to calculate required resources for various software life cycle steps such as development, maintenance, and disposal. It is relatively easy to calculate how many human resources are needed to manage software.

Since feasibility is an easy factor to measure, it is a practical factor to compare software. In other words, we can use feasibility to advertise our software and especially our software development and management processes: "Our software is good because feasibility measurements show optimal development processes.”

Here are a few good feasibility metrics. They are based on traditional project and process metrics.

1. **A Carbon Footprint (CF)** defines how much carbon dioxide a software development, management, or maintenance phase will emit. This is the most important green metric and eventually all green factors should be calculated with it. In the case of the feasibility factor, its values are relatively easy to calculate. In the context of other factors, it may give more ambiguous results.

2. **Energy** defines how much energy is consumed during the development phases. This metric does not care how energy is produced. The CF metric does that.

3. **Travel** defines how much travelling time is required during the development phases. This is an important metric because travelling takes time and requires resources. The less travelling that is required during the development phases, the better the feasibility. This is true in cases when travelling is seemingly emission-free, like when walking or using a bicycle.

4. **Waste** defines how much resources are consumed in activities that create no visible value to software end users. Waste can be physical, energy, or process waste. Process waste defines operations in a process that require resources but do not produce anything valuable. For instance, idle development times and waiting queues are waste because they do not create any value.

The CF metric is the most important of the listed metrics. It is a direct metric that can be used as a basis for various indirect metrics. Is software A more feasible than software B? Calculate functionality/CF.

Based on our earlier paper it appears that "travelling rules" in development resource requirement analysis [9].
Fortunately travelling is one of the easiest areas to reduce. A lot of travelling can be replaced with conference meetings using software, online discussions, and shared development screens.

5 Efficiency

Good software does not waste resources whether from its system or from its users. Bad software steals time and increases waste. Efficiency defines how software behaves when it comes to saving resources and avoiding waste.

We define the following factors and metrics for efficiency. With these factors it is possible to estimate how software reduces waste.

1. CPU-intensity. How many CPU cycles software consumes. A good metric is cycle count.

2. Memory usage. How much memory is used and how. A good metric is main memory consumption.

3. Peripheral intensity. How much peripheral equipment is used. A good metric is peripheral usage time that can be further translated to carbon dioxide emissions or other waste metrics.

4. Idleness. How much software is idle. A good metric is idle time. This factor and metric are relevant to only certain types of software systems such as virtual servers.

5. Reflectivity. How software indirectly affects its domain. Good reflectivity metrics need more research.

The most intuitive software resource is a CPU cycle. Each executed cycle requires energy and hence has a measurable waste value. We can measure it and translate it to any environment based metric such as the amount of carbon emissions. We call this CPU-intensity. It defines how many CPU cycles software consumes.

While CPU-intensity is a possible metric for efficiency, it is a bit limited and difficult to calculate. Software requires more than just CPU cycles. It needs main memory and peripherals in order to execute. Hence, we need metrics for main memory and peripheral requirements.

The peripheral requirements for software are easier to estimate. We can calculate how many requests software generates for peripherals and what resources are required. A simple metric is to calculate energy requirements for a peripheral and partition the measures to all software that requires services from it. We call this peripheral intensity. It defines how much peripheral equipment software requires.

The main memory requirements are more difficult to estimate. We need an attribute to evaluate how much memory is in use and how much it required resources. We call this main memory consumption. It defines how software uses main memory.

In case of main memory, it not only matters how much data is stored but also what kind of data is stored. For instance, in a very low-energy environment it is useful to minimise memory consumption and reset unused bytes to nil. The result is a minimal number of set bits in main memory. We save energy because it is more efficient to refresh a reset bit than a set bit.

High CPU-intensity, peripheral intensity, and main memory usage are justified if they are for a good cause. Software can consume resources as long as it helps its software system to reach its goal efficiently. This is especially true of CPU intensity. Consumed CPU cycles are usually useful. Idle cycles, on the other hand, are never useful.

Any idle cycle of a CPU is a wasted resource. It uses energy and creates waste but does not give anything back. A typical home desktop or even an IT server can be 90% idle [1]. Such a system is like a plane with 90% empty seats. Fortunately Green IT has already acknowledged the problem and with proper IT-server solutions it is possible to minimise idle cycles.

So far we have analysed the resource requirements for inputs to software. They are the requirements for software to execute. However, in efficiency the resource requirements for outputs from software are also meaningful: how much software usage indirectly affects required resources.

A typical output of desktop software is a report. If the report is viewed on a display, its resources are included in the peripheral resources. If it is printed, paper and ink usage should be included. If it is sent to several people, the resource requirements to process the output should be included for all receivers. We call this reflectivity: how much software affects others and how.

Reflectivity is perhaps the most important factor in efficiency. The amount of generated waste can be devastating. For instance, consider reflectivity of spamming software.

There is one reflectivity aspect that may not be as obvious as the others. On laptop and desktop computers in particular, a special type of software has a nasty indirect way to increase waste without being CPU-intensive: memory resident software. It does not use much resources but when it does it is always at a critical time: when the host computer is turned on. They slow the computer start-up because that is when they are automatically loaded. The slower the start-up, the higher the probability that end users would rather leave the computer on than turn it off. This directly weakens software efficiency. Hopefully current trend to forwards flash drives and optimised hibernation algorithms
allows computers to hibernate more efficiently. According to Lo et al., the rebooting of a hibernated system with a flash drive can be about one second [10]. Such reboot times would effectively nullify this aspect.

These factors and their metrics are not as intuitive as the feasibility software metrics. The metrics are difficult or almost impossible to calculate, yet it is clear that green software needs to execute in a green way. The less resources software consumes and wastes directly or indirectly, the greener is its execution.

6 Sustainability

So far we have discussed green software factors that are directly or indirectly related to software itself. However, perhaps apart from reflectivity, such factors do not tell much about the possible environmental effects of software.

We would like to have factors with easily measurable metrics that would answer the following questions:
1. How fit for purpose software is for its system?
2. How software supports its system waste reduction in the system domain?
3. What is the value of software in sustainable development?

We can analyse the requirements from two points of view:
1. Software as part of a software system, and
2. Software as a stand-alone product.

From the software system point of view software is an indivisible component. In that case sustainability can be defined only within a software system. This in turn implies that sustainability is a relative factor. We cannot compare sustainability of two pieces of software unless they are in similar software systems.

While reducing sustainability to similar systems is a serious simplification, it gives us simple tools to analyse sustainability within a software system. We can define sustainability as having the following factors:

1. Fit for purpose defines how software helps its system to reach its goal.
2. Reduction defines how software supports its system in waste reduction.
3. Beauty defines the value of software in sustainable development.

All these factors can be measured similarly inside a software system:
1. Select a reference system.
2. Calculate whatever metric you want with the reference system.
3. Calculate the same metric with the software system.
4. Compare results.

For instance, if we have software from a car brake system that saves 10% of braking energy, the reduction of this software is 10%. If the estimated maximum energy saving of the braking system is 20%, software fit for purpose is -10%. If we have software that increases global awareness of climate change by 15%, software beauty is 15%. All these values are relative to the software system where software is executed.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to have absolute metrics with these factors. The factors are subjective and depend on the system where software is executed and the domain where the system is used. In order to measure these factors, we need to be domain-specific. For each system, we need to define a reference system with which to compare. Then we can calculate how much the new system saves when compared with the old one.

The analysis becomes more complicated when we compare software in different systems. In fact, software as a stand-alone product might get unintuitive results from the previous factors.

For example, in an earlier paper we had software that helped to reduce carbon plant emissions by 10% [11]. The fit for purpose of the software is good since it obviously helps the plant to produce energy more efficiently than with a reference system (without the software). The reduction of the software is good since it helps the plant to reduce carbon emissions. The beauty of the software is good since by reducing carbon emissions it supports sustainable development. Hence, we can say that the carbon plant software is green.

In the same paper, we had an example of software that controls a pack of windmills. The software does its work but not very efficiently. Because of this, the windmills do not work at maximum efficiency. Obviously, the fit for purpose of the software could be better. The windmills are not as efficient as they could be. However, the fit for purpose of the windmill depends on the reference system. If the software helps the windmills to create more energy (but not at maximum level), the software is purposeful. The reduction of software is probably neutral since it neither helps to reduce emissions nor helps to cut them. (A windmill has carbon dioxide emissions from physical components and maintenance.) The beauty of the software is not good since software does not support sustainable development (but the software system indeed does). With our definitions, we can say that windmill software is not green.

The result may be unintuitive at first, because there is an underlying assumption that windmills are always more environment friendly than coal power plants. However, here software systems differ from each other. With our definitions, we can only compare coal power plant software with similar software and windmill software with similar software. Our power plant software is green because it cuts emissions compared with a reference power plant without control software.

If we want factors with more intuitive metrics, we need to measure software as a stand-alone product. With abstract factors, such metrics would also be abstract. Software can be anything and exist everywhere. As a minimum, we need to define a problem domain where software is executed before we can define sustainability. For instance, we can compare windmill software and power plant software since their common domain is energy production. We cannot compare car brake software with eShop software since they do not have a common problem domain. Nevertheless it is unclear...
currently how to get absolute beauty measurements of software as a stand-alone product.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have defined green software via green software factors. Of the defined factors, feasibility is the most intuitive and easiest to measure. It addresses software development projects, processes, and methods. Efficiency is relatively intuitive but may not be easy to measure. The interpretation of efficiency metrics is not straightforward. Sustainability is the most abstract factor and the most difficult to measure. We can get relative measures by comparing software within a software system but that may give us unintuitive results. We wish to measure software sustainability without a software system but currently we lack metrics to do it.

Even if we are not yet able to define good absolute metrics for all factors, we think that recognising green software factors is already an important contribution. It matters how we design, implement, manage, and discontinue software in sustainable development. It matters what purpose software serves directly and indirectly. It matters how software supports sustainable development and waste reduction. We have tools and techniques to create and execute software that can be truly beautiful.
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